Nobel Hall receives LEED Gold Certification

In the fall of 2010 Stony Brook opened the Nobel Halls and welcomed about 600 Stony Brook students to their new homes. The Nobel Halls are now pleased to announce it is the first student residence hall at Stony Brook to receive the LEED Gold Certification within the academic year. Thanks to the outstanding work done by Goshow Architects, Stony Brook continues to provide students with lively and luxury living on campus.

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), is an internationally recognized mark of excellence. Stony Brook University is proud to receive an award that verifies that the Nobel Halls was built using strategies that achieved high performance in important areas of human and environmental health: sustainable site development, water savings, energy efficiency, materials selection and indoor environmental quality.

Goshow Architects is one of the largest woman-owned architectural firms in New York City. Their mission is to provide healthy and sustainable environments to learn, work, and live in. By using natural lighting, eco-friendly materials, and resource/energy efficient systems their unique and beautiful designs support green living and promote care and concern for our environment.

For more information and to see the creating of our award winning building visit

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRi6qz_32Jc